
CCSAR Board of Directors Meeting  
August 2, 2010

Meeting came to order at 1600.
 
Charles Cox made a short presentation where he offered to get inmates to clean the inside of the building, 
bathrooms and vehicles.  Charles would oversee the work as it was being done and the office and west closet 
would be kept locked.  Rasbinowitz made the motion to accept Cox's offer--Pruiksma seconded.
 
Old Business:
 
As per a note from Karantz,  Bruce Miller can not take the course offered to him at this time.
The discussion of getting GPS's for the organization was tabled to the next meeting as more info from Rocky 
would be needed.  It was mentioned that GPS's could be had for everyone if a grant was looked into and found.
As per a note from Rocky to Natalie about call-outs,  It was agreed unanimously that the way Pruiksma is doing 
works and that team members have been called out according to missions and the team members strengths and 
expertise.
Bennett announced that our web-site is getting close to being complete.  Very close.
 
 
Finance:
 
There is a bit over 57k in our accounts.
We have received about $2,200.00 from the flyer that was in the Trib.  Expenses for the Trib and flyers was 
about $500.00.
 
New Business:
 
Natalie brought of the idea of having an active and inactive list of call-out people.  This was brought up as we 
used a former member who was in town and who we used during our last mission as per permission from our 
Sheriff.  Pruiksma will ask Jobe if we can add something to our P&P that states that we can use former members 
who left in good standing, who are in town during a mission when the Captain or Co-Captains feels it would be 
beneficial to the mission.
 
Motion that during missions  the key for the vehicle, when it  needs to be left behind,  will be placed on the rear 
passenger  spring.
 
Natalie will make an announcement at the G/M of a S&R Conference that we will pay for registration.
 
Pruiksma stated that SAR needs some more body bags and that with a total cost of over a hundred dollars he 
needed permission.  He was told to buy them.  He also will purchase 8 or 10 cases of water for the storage 
room.
 
Meeting over at 1715
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